
Navy F-5 Jet Crashes Near Key
West

KEY WEST, Fla. (Nov. 6, 2020) An F-5N Tiger-II from the “Sun
Downers” of Fighter Squadron Composite (VFC) 111 takes off
from Naval Air Station Key West’s Boca Chica Field during the
last  day  of  training  before  the  potential  bad  weather
resulting from Tropical Storm Eta. Naval Air Station Key West
is the state-of-the-art facility for combat fighter aircraft
of  all  military  services,  provides  world-class  pierside
support to U.S. and foreign naval vessels, and is the premier
training  center  for  surface  and  subsurface  military
operations.  (U.S.  Navy  photo  by  Danette  Baso  Silvers)
Release from NAS Key West

************************** 

ARLINGTON, Va. — A U.S. Navy F-5N Tiger II jet crashed near
Key West. Florida, on May 31, the Navy said. 

Naval Air Station (NAS) Key West said in a Facebook post that
the  aircraft’s  pilot  “ejected  from  an  F-5N  aircraft
approximately 25 miles from Boca Chica Field at approximately
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9:20  a.m.  today.  A  NAS  Key  West  Search  and  Rescue  crew
launched an MH-60S helicopter and rescued the pilot, who is
being  transported  to  a  Miami-area  hospital  for  further
evaluation.” 

The pilot and F-5N were assigned to Fighter Squadron Composite
(VFC) 111, which is a reserve adversary squadron based at NAS
Key West. Adversary squadrons provide training in combating
enemy aircraft to fleet units. The Navy and Marine Corps have
four such squadrons on strength.  

The Navy is investigating the cause of the mishap. 

Smith  Nominated  as  Next
Commandant  of  the  Marine
Corps
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*********** 

ARLINGTON, Va. — President Joe Biden has nominated Marine
Corps General Eric M. Smith as the next commandant of the U.S.
Marine Corps, Defense Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III
said in a May 31 release.  

Smith currently is serving as the 36th assistant commandant of
the Marine Corps. If confirmed by the Senate, Smith would be
come the 38th commandant.  

Smith, a combat veteran of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
has served in senior positions that developed the doctrine of
the Marine Corps and has been instrumental in implementing
Commandant  General  David  H.  Berger’s  Force  Design  2030
concept, a plan to re-design the Corps to meet the challenges
of great power competition and higher-end warfare.   

Below is an excerpt from Smith’s official biography posted on
the Marine Corps’ website: 

“Born in Kansas City, Missouri, and raised in Plano, Texas,
General Smith graduated from Texas A&M University and was



commissioned  in  1987.  He  has  commanded  at  every  level,
including Weapons Company, 2nd Battalion, 2nd Marine Regiment
during Operation Assured Response in Monrovia, Liberia; 1st
Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment during Operation Iraqi Freedom;
and  8th  Marine  Regiment/  Regimental  Combat  Team  8  during
Operation  Enduring  Freedom.  He  also  served  in  Caracas,
Venezuela as part of the U.S. Military Group. 

As a General Officer, he commanded U.S. Marine Corps Forces
Southern  Command,  1st  Marine  Division,  III  Marine
Expeditionary  Force,  and  Marine  Corps  Combat  Development
Command. 

General Smith’s staff assignments as a General Officer include
serving as the Director of Capability Development Directorate,
Combat Development and Integration; Senior Military Assistant
to  both  the  Deputy  Secretary  of  Defense  and  Secretary  of
Defense;  and  Deputy  Commandant  for  Combat  Development  and
Integration.” 

U.S. Marine Corps deactivates
1st Battalion, 12th Marines
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Photo  By  Sgt.  Israel  Chincio  |  U.S.  Marines  with  1st
Battalion, 12th Marines, 3d Marine Division, participate in
the unit’s deactivation ceremony on Marine Corps Base Hawaii,
May 26, 2023. The deactivation is in accordance with Force
Design 2030’s modernization efforts. The battalion has played
a  valuable  role  in  setting  conditions  for  the  3d  Marine
Littoral Regiment, and future MLRs, to provide combat ready
and  lethal  forces  in  the  Indo-Pacific.  3d  MLR  and  12th
Marines, which is scheduled to transition to an MLR in 2025,
will provide ready and capable stand-in forces to the first
island  chain,  bolstering  the  United  States  Indo-Pacific
Command’s ability to support deterrence efforts and respond to
potential crises with allies and partners. (U.S. Marine Corps
photo by Sgt. Israel Chincio)  see less | View Image Page
Release from 3rd Marine Division 

************ 

MARINE CORPS BASE HAWAII, HI, UNITED STATES 

05.26.2023 

Story by 1st Lt. Anne Pentaleri  
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3rd Marine Division       

MARINE CORPS BASE HAWAII – 1st Battalion, 12th Marines cased
its colors during the unit’s deactivation ceremony at Marine
Corps Base Hawaii, May 26, 2023. 
 
1st Battalion, 12th Marines activated on Sept. 1, 1942, as 4th
Battalion, 12th Marines at Camp Elliot, California, as an
artillery regiment in support of 3d Marine Division. After
participating  in  a  number  of  World  War  II  campaigns,  to
include battles at Bougainville, Guam, and Iwo Jima, 1/12
underwent a brief period of deactivation before reactivating
in support of the Far East Command’s maintenance of amphibious
readiness capabilities during the Korean War. 
 
The Marines of 1/12 saw the Vietnam War unfold from April 1965
to September 1969 while operating from their positions at Phu
Bai, Da Nang, Cam Lo, Khe Sanh, and Camp Carroll. As U.S.
forces kicked off the major raid known as Operation Thor on
June 1, 1968, 1/12 enabled the regaining of control of the
Demilitarized Zone through the provision of fire support and
conduct of artillery raids. 
 
In  June  1971,  at  the  conclusion  of  the  Vietnam  War,  the
Marines of 1/12 reported to Marine Corps Air Station Kaneohe
Bay, Hawaii, where they have since been permanently stationed.
In  September  1994,  after  the  battalion’s  successful
participation in operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm,
1/12 was reassigned to the 3d Marine Division as a part of III
Marine Expeditionary Force. From August 2004 to November 2011,
1/12 participated in the Global War on Terror, deploying in
support of operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom. One
such deployment to Al Anbar Province, Iraq, was under the
command of now Maj. Gen. Stephen Liszewski, who served as
1/12’s battalion commander from 2006 to 2008, and is now the
commanding general of Marine Corps Installations Pacific. 
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In  recent  years,  1/12  has  been  at  the  forefront  of
institutional  change,  leading  the  practical  application  of
expeditionary advanced basing operations, experimentation with
foraging  concepts,  and  the  employment  of  next-generation
weapons systems. Most notably, operating in support of Large
Scale Exercise 21, the battalion successfully employed the
soon-to-be fielded Navy Marine Expeditionary Ship Interdiction
System to fire the Naval Strike Missile aboard Pacific Missile
Range Facility Barking Sands on Kauai, Hawaii, on Aug. 5,
2021. The missiles traveled over 100 nautical miles before
reaching their target – a simulated adversary ship played by
the  ex-USS  Ingraham,  a  retired  Oliver  Hazard  Perry-class
guided missile frigate. Similar operational mission profiles
will allow Marine artillery to deny key maritime terrain and
facilitate joint force maneuver. 
 
“1st Battalion, 12th Marines spent the last two years at the
forefront of force design and joint force integration,” said
Lt. Col. Joseph Gill, commanding officer, 1st Battalion, 12th
Marines. “We have made tremendous progress in the development
of tactics, techniques, and procedures and set conditions for
the  fielding  of  the  Navy  Marine  Corps  Expeditionary  Ship
Interdiction System. The battalion’s efforts have increased
the lethality of the 3d Marine Division and influenced the way
we’ll fight for the foreseeable future.” 
 
On May 26, 2023, the U.S. Marine Corps deactivated 1/12. The
change  took  place  in  accordance  with  Force  Design  2030’s
modernization efforts. The battalion has played a valuable
role  in  setting  conditions  for  the  3d  Marine  Littoral
Regiment, and future MLRs, to provide combat ready and lethal
forces in the Indo-Pacific. 3d MLR and 12th Marines, which is
scheduled to transition to an MLR in 2025, will provide ready
and  capable  stand-in  forces  to  the  first  island  chain,
bolstering the United States Indo-Pacific Command’s ability to
support deterrence efforts and respond to potential crises
with allies and partners. 



 
“Deactivating a battalion of this nature and ensuring the
deliberate transfer of personnel, facilities, and equipment is
a  tremendous  undertaking,”  said  Maj.  Ryan  Capdepon,  the
executive officer of 1st Battalion, 12th Marines. “In true
1/12  fashion,  our  Marines  and  Sailors  displayed
professionalism, flexibility, and dedication in tackling the
associated  tasks.  Concurrently,  we  continued  to  support
numerous  operational  requirements  and  remain  postured  for
potential contingency scenarios. I am proud of our team and
the job they have done. Each one of them will be an asset to
their next command.” 

Fairbanks Morse Defense signs
exclusive  agreement  with
pureLiFi  to  deploy  secure
LiFi technology
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Release from Fairbanks Morse Defense 

************ 

BELOIT,  Wis.  and  EDINBURGH,  Scotland  –  May  31,  2023  –
Fairbanks Morse Defense (FMD), a portfolio company of Arcline
Investment  Management,  is  advancing  its  cutting-edge
technology portfolio by signing a three-year agreement with
UK-based pureLiFi, a world leader in the development of LiFi,
a secure, light-based wireless connectivity technology. The
agreement makes FMD the exclusive reseller of the company’s
technology  and  products  to  FM  OnBoard  maritime  defense
customers in the United States, providing those users with
access  to  secure,  reliable  data  transmission  capabilities
while at sea.   

“The ability to have secure connectivity while at sea is a
mission-critical  capability  for  our  maritime  defense
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customers,” said George Whittier, Chief Executive Officer of
Fairbanks  Morse  Defense.  “pureLiFi’s  technology  pairs
perfectly with FM OnBoard, enabling technicians to securely
communicate from the engine room with live, remote technicians
who can help troubleshoot any issues.” 

LiFi is a mobile wireless technology that uses light rather
than  radio  frequencies  to  transmit  data.  The  company’s
Kitefin™ LiFi system is the first mission deployable LiFi
system  designed  specifically  for  the  defense  industry  and
builds on the inherent physical security of containable light
communications to ensure that data is only transmitted to the
right people in the right place. LiFi is not vulnerable to
eavesdropping or jamming attempts. The system can be easily
set up and deployed in a matter of minutes and enables highly
secure  connectivity  in  places  that  are  traditionally
considered  to  be  impractical  or  inaccessible.    

“Fairbanks Morse Defense is quickly becoming known for its
best-in-class maritime defense technology solutions, and we
consider this to be an ideal collaboration for expanding our
presence in the US,” said Alistair Banham, pureLiFi CEO. “Our
collaboration with FMD represents a significant step towards
expanding LiFi technology beyond pureLiFi’s large scale land-
based deployments. We look forward to working with FMD to
deliver this game-changing LiFi technology to maritime defense
customers.”  

Prior to this agreement, pureLiFi worked with FMD through the
FM Defense Accelerator. The companies have been leveraging
LiFi and FMD’s resources to co-develop and evaluate maritime
use cases for LiFi technology.  



Boeing  and  ST  Engineering
Sign P-8 Sustainment MoU

From  left:  Torbjorn  (Turbo)  Sjogren,  Vice  President  and
General Manager, Government Services, Boeing Global Services;
Sarbjit Singh, President, Defence Aerospace, ST Engineering.
(Photo: Boeing)

Release from Boeing

********* 

– Joint effort will identify opportunities to collaborate in
systems  integration,  training,  local  parts  distribution,
support and sustainment work for the P-8 

SINGAPORE, May 29, 2023—Boeing [NYSE: BA] signed a Memorandum
of  Understanding  (MoU)  with  ST  Engineering  to  outline
potential  areas  of  collaboration  in  systems  integration,
training, local parts distribution, support and sustainment
work for the P-8A Poseidon. 

Boeing and ST Engineering have identified opportunities to
collaborate in a number of areas and will explore these in
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more detail, including jointly developing a P-8 service center
in Singapore with the provision of engineers and aircraft
maintenance technicians to support maintenance and engineering
services. 

The P-8A is a long-range, multi-mission aircraft that delivers
unmatched  antisubmarine  warfare,  anti-surface  warfare,
intelligence,  surveillance  and  reconnaissance,  and
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief capabilities. 

The  P-8A,  a  military  derivative  of  the  Next-Generation
737-800, combines superior performance and reliability with an
advanced mission system that ensures maximum interoperability
in the future battle space. With more than 160 aircraft in
service, the P-8 has executed more than 600,000 mishap-free
flight hours around the globe. 

Militaries that operate or have selected the P-8 include the
U.S.  Navy,  the  United  Kingdom’s  Royal  Air  Force,  Royal
Australian Air Force, Royal New Zealand Air Force, Indian
Navy, Royal Norwegian Air Force, Republic of Korea Navy and
German Navy.  

World  first  as  UK  hosts
inaugural  AUKUS  AI  and
autonomy trial
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Release from the U.K. Ministry of Defence 

***** 

Experimental work by Australia, UK and US on detecting
and tracking military targets  
Vehicles  retrained  in  flight  to  adapt  to  changing
mission situations 
Shared  focus  on  adhering  to  safe  and  responsible
artificial intelligence activity 

The  first  AUKUS  artificial  intelligence  (AI)  and  autonomy
trial was held at Upavon in Wiltshire in April, with the aim
of  rapidly  driving  these  technologies  into  responsible
military use. 

The work saw the initial joint deployment of Australian, UK
and US AI-enabled assets in a collaborative swarm to detect
and track military targets in a representative environment in
real time. Accelerating the development of these technologies
will have a massive impact on coalition military capability.  

The  trial,  organised  by  the  UK’s  Defence  Science  and
Technology Laboratory (Dstl), achieved world firsts, including
the live retraining of models in flight and the interchange of
AI models between AUKUS nations. The AUKUS collaboration is
looking  to  rapidly  drive  these  technologies  into  military
capabilities. 

The AUKUS Advanced Capabilities Pillar, known as Pillar 2, is
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pursuing a trilateral programme of work on a range of leading-
edge technologies and capabilities to promote security and
stability  in  the  Indo-Pacific  region.  Through  Pillar  2,
Australia, the UK, and the US have collaborated to accelerate
collective understanding of AI and autonomy technologies, and
how to rapidly field robust, trustworthy AI and autonomy in
complex operations, while adhering to the shared values of
safe and responsible AI. 

Autonomy and AI will transform the way Defence operates. The
strategic environment is rapidly evolving, meaning we must
adapt our technologies at pace if we are to maintain our
operational advantage. By sharing AI – and the underpinning
data to enable it – with one another, Australia, UK, and US
militaries  can  access  the  best  AI,  reduce  duplication  of
effort, and ensure interoperability. 

The event was attended by senior AUKUS Advanced Capabilities
pillar leaders – General Rob Magowan (UK), Deputy Chief of the
Defence  Staff  (Financial  and  Military  Capability),  Abraham
(Abe) Denmark (US), Senior Advisor to the Secretary of Defense
for AUKUS, and Hugh Jeffrey (AUS), Deputy Secretary Strategy,
Policy, and Industry. 

UK  Deputy  Chief  of  Defence  Staff,  Military  Capability,
Lieutenant General Rob Magowan said: 

“This  trial  demonstrates  the  military  advantage  of  AUKUS
advanced capabilities, as we work in coalition to identify,
track  and  counter  potential  adversaries  from  a  greater
distance and with greater speed. Service personnel, scientists
and engineers from our three nations combined to develop and
share  critical  information  to  enhance  commanders’  decision
making.  

“Accelerating  technological  advances  will  deliver  the
operational advantages necessary to defeat current and future
threats  across  the  battlespace.  We  are  committed  to



collaborating with partners to ensure that we achieve this
while  also  promoting  the  responsible  development  and
deployment  of  AI.”  

US Senior Advisor to the Secretary of Defense for AUKUS, Abe
Denmark said: 

“We recognise the immense importance of this collaboration in
strengthening our collective national security of our nations.
The  development  and  deployment  of  advanced  artificial
intelligence technologies have the potential to transform the
way we approach defense and security challenges.  

“This capability demonstration is truly a shared effort and is
thus a critical step in our collective initiative to stay
ahead  of  emerging  threats.  By  pooling  our  expertise  and
resources through our AUKUS partnerships, we can ensure that
our militaries are equipped with the latest and most effective
tools  to  defend  our  nations  and  uphold  the  principles  of
freedom and democracy around the world.” 

Australian Deputy Secretary, Strategy, Policy and Industry,
Hugh Jeffrey said: 

“The  AUKUS  AI  and  Autonomy  trial  in  Salisbury  Plain
demonstrated  AI  algorithms  working  in  a  mission-tailored
adaptive capability. The AUKUS research and operator teams
collaborated  to  develop,  test  and  evaluate  joint  machine-
learning models, and operate our different national platforms
on the battlefield.  

“I was impressed to see AI models rapidly updated at the
tactical  edge  to  incorporate  new  targets,  which  were
immediately  shared  among  the  three  partners  to  deliver
decision  advantage  and  meet  changing  mission  requirements.
This  cooperation  under  AUKUS  Pillar  II  will  deliver  a
capability greater than any one country could achieve alone,
and this really is the rationale for the AUKUS partnership at
work.” 



More  than  70  military  and  civilian  defence  personnel  and
industry contractors were involved in the exercise in April
2023. The trial utilised a variety of air and ground vehicles
to test target identification capability, including: Blue Bear
Ghost  (UK)  and  Boeing/Insitu  CT220  (AUS)  uncrewed  aerial
vehicles (UAVs), Challenger 2 tank, Warrior armoured vehicle
and  Viking  uncrewed  ground  vehicle  (UGV),  along  with  a
commercially hired FV433 Abbot self-propelled gun and former
Eastern Bloc BMP OT-90. 

The trilateral teams collaborated to develop joint machine-
learning (ML) models, apply test and evaluation processes, and
fly on different national UAVs. The ML models were quickly
updated to include new targets and shared among the coalition
and  AI  models  retrained  to  meet  changing  mission
requirements.  

Raytheon  Technologies  to
deliver Full Rate Production
for  TCTS  Increment  II  Air
Combat  Training  System  for
U.S. Navy 
Release from Raytheon Technologies 

***** 

May 25, 2023 

CEDAR  RAPIDS,  Iowa, May  25,  2023 /PRNewswire/  —  Collins
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Aerospace,  a  Raytheon  Technologies  business  (NYSE:  RTX)
announced today it will deliver on the full rate production
contract awarded by the U.S. Navy for Tactical Combat Training
System – Increment II (TCTS II), Air Combat Training System
(ACMI) for the U.S. Navy. The contract includes both airborne
and ground subsystems and will support fielding requirements
at various U.S. Navy training ranges. 

“TCTS II addresses today’s peer threat, enabling aircrews to
train and improve joint tactics, techniques and procedures in
an NSA-certified secure  environment,”  said John  Sapp,  vice
president  and  general  manager,  Integrated  Solutions
for Collins.  

Validated  flight  tests  on  F/A-18  and  EA-18G  aircrafts,
TCTS II’s long-range, air-to-air and air-to-ground networking
capability  supported  real  time  data  exchanges. The  system
features  an  open  architecture  design,  highly  encryption
capability, computing power, and robust datalink. TCTS II will
be the foundation for next-generation training scenarios that
will  use  a  combination  of  live,  virtual  and  constructive
entities.   

“In  our  testing,  we  were  able  to  demonstrate  key
discriminators of our TCTS II solution including integration
into existing infrastructure, tactical intercepts and real-
time mission completion notifications,” said Sapp. 

TCTS II is planned to replace the U.S. Navy’s legacy ACMI
tracking systems with a single system to support training,
from tactical aircrew unit level training events to force
exercise  events,  including  mobile  and  fixed  locations
worldwide.  

Developed and built by Collins Aerospace and teammate Leonardo
DRS, TCTS II is a scalable and flexible open architecture
system that enables highly secure air combat training among
4th  and  5th  Generation  U.S.  aircraft,  and  international



aircraft. 

Boeing Begins Construction on
New Phantom Works Facility

The Boeing Phantom Works’ Advanced Coatings Center in St.
Louis  will  house  state-of-the-art,  post-assembly  phases  of
future military aircraft production (Boeing artist’s concept).

Release from Boeing

***** 

–  The  Advanced  Coatings  Center  is  the  latest  factory
supporting  innovation  efforts  

– State-of-the-art facility will house critical post-assembly
phases of production 

– Secure facility is key to defense business modernization and
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expansion plans 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  26,  2023 —  Boeing  [NYSE:  BA]  has  begun
construction  on  a  new  facility  to  house  state-of-the-art,
post-assembly phases of future military aircraft production. 

The new Advanced Coatings Center will be a secure facility
operated by Phantom Works, Boeing Defense, Space & Security’s
proprietary  research,  development  and  prototyping  division.
The construction phase of the 47,500 square-foot facility is
underway, and the center is expected to be operational in
2025.  

“As we pivot toward future programs, Boeing’s defense business
is in the midst of one of the most significant investments in
new  facilities  in  our  history,”  said  Steve  Nordlund,  Air
Dominance vice president and general manager, and St. Louis
senior site executive.  “This investment is not only to win
new future franchise programs but, more importantly, to enable
the  United  States  to  outpace  increasingly  capable  and
aggressive adversaries. We are revolutionizing how aircraft
are designed, built and delivered because the threats demand
it,” Nordlund said. 

The  Advanced  Coatings  Center  is  the  third  new  facility
revealed  as  part  of  Phantom  Works’  multi-billion-dollar
Production System of the Future effort, enabling Boeing to
scale  a  platform-agnostic,  modular  and  flexible  digital
production system across future defense programs. Last fall,
the  company  opened  the  new  Advanced  Composite  Fabrication
Center in Mesa, Ariz., and added a new St. Louis-based Lab and
Test  facility  over  the  winter.   Additional  new  factories
supporting various phases of production are planned for the
coming years.   

“This facility is great news for Missouri and for our nation,”
said  Missouri  Gov.  Mike  Parson.  “With  more  than  15,000
employees,  Boeing  is  Missouri’s  largest  manufacturer  that



helps spur this state’s economic growth every day. This new
facility shows our commitment to growth and our investment in
the talented workforce.” 

HII  Redelivers  USS  George
Washington (CVN 73) to U.S.
Navy 

Release from HII 

***** 

NEWPORT NEWS, Va., May 25, 2023 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — HII (NYSE:
HII)  announced  today  that  its  Newport  News  Shipbuilding
division has redelivered the nuclear-powered aircraft carrier
USS  George  Washington  (CVN  73)  to  the  U.S.  Navy.  The
redelivery took place after successful sea trials that tested
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the  ship’s  systems  following  its  refueling  and  complex
overhaul (RCOH) at NNS. 

“Redelivering George Washington to the Navy is the end result
of incredible teamwork between our shipbuilders, the CVN 73
crew, our government partners and all of our suppliers,” said
Todd West, NNS vice president, in-service aircraft carrier
programs. “George Washington has gone through a transformation
and now returns to the fleet as a fully recapitalized ship,
ready to support any mission and serve our nation for another
25 years.” 

Sea trials test the carrier’s systems and operations at sea,
including high-speed operations. The trials team, comprising
sailors, shipbuilders and government representatives, puts the
ship  through  a  series  of  tests  designed  to  prove  system
performance and demonstrate all the carrier’s capabilities at
sea. 

A  photo  accompanying  this  release  is  available  at:
https://hii.com/news/hii-redelivers-uss-george-washington-cvn-
73-to-u-s-navy. 

“Getting our warship redelivered and back out to sea to take
its place as the premier CVN in the world’s greatest Navy is a
direct  result  of  the  tenacity  and  grit  displayed  by  our
warfighters,” said Capt. Brent Gaut, Washington‘s commanding
officer. “To our incredible Sailors, contractors and shipyard
workers: I am proud of you, and I sincerely hope you feel an
extreme sense of pride as well, especially in light of our
once-in-a-lifetime achievement. You all share an equal part in
the legacy of getting our warship back into Navy service at a
pivotal moment in our great nation’s history. Our collective
intent is to show the world what we can do, and what we must
do  in  support  of  America’s  strategic  and  operational
objectives.”  

The RCOH process is performed only once during the ship’s
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lifetime  and  involves  upgrades  to  nearly  every  space  and
system on the ship. Tanks, the hull, shafting, propellers,
rudders, piping, ventilation, electrical, combat and aviation
support systems are repaired, upgraded and modernized. Work
also includes defueling and refueling the ship’s two nuclear
reactors as well as repairs, maintenance, and upgrades to the
propulsion plant. 

NNS  is  the  only  shipyard  with  the  skilled  workforce  and
facilities equipped for this project. USS George Washington is
the  sixth  Nimitz-class  carrier  to  undergo  RCOH.  The  RCOH
represents 35 percent of all maintenance and modernization in
an aircraft carrier’s service life. 

Work continues at NNS on the RCOH for USS John C. Stennis (CVN
74), with steady progress so far this year, including the
installation of the main mast. 

HII’s  Apprentice  School  at
Newport  News  Shipbuilding
Selected  for  National
Apprenticeship Program
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Release from HII 

***** 

NEWPORT NEWS, Va., May 25, 2023 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — HII (NYSE:
HII)  announced  today  that  its  Newport  News  Shipbuilding
Apprentice School has been selected for the U.S. Department of
Labor’s Apprenticeship Ambassador program. 

The program, launched in November 2021, aims to promote and
support  Registered  Apprenticeship  opportunities  nationwide.
This  initiative  is  an  effort  to  modernize,  strengthen,
diversify and accelerate the use of apprenticeships to advance
career pathways and equity in the nation’s economic recovery.
The Newport News Shipbuilding Apprentice School is one of 98
organizations selected in the second cohort to serve as an
ambassador. 

“This  recognition  is  a  testament  to  Newport  News
Shipbuilding’s  commitment  to  apprenticeships,”  said  Dr.
Latitia McCane, director of education at The Newport News
Shipbuilding Apprentice School. “We look forward to learning
from  others  in  this  space  and  sharing  our  best  practices
nationally as we all work to build our future workforce.” 

https://hii.com/news/hii-apprentice-school-at-newport-news-shipbuilding-national-apprenticeship-program-2023/


Funded by HII to train and develop the next generation of
shipbuilders, The Newport News Shipbuilding Apprentice School
offers four- to eight-year, tuition-free apprenticeships in 19
trades and eight optional advanced programs. 

A  photo  accompanying  this  release  is  available  at:
https://hii.com/news/hii-apprentice-school-at-newport-news-shi
pbuilding-national-apprenticeship-program-2023. 

Accredited  by  the  Council  for  Occupational  Education,  The
Newport News Shipbuilding Apprentice School is certified to
offer  associate’s  degrees  of  applied  science  in  maritime
technology in 26 educational programs. Through partnerships
with Virginia Peninsula Community College, Tidewater Community
College and Old Dominion University, the Apprentice School’s
academic program provides the opportunity to earn associate
degrees  in  business  administration,  engineering  and
engineering technology and bachelor’s degrees in mechanical or
electrical engineering. 

You  can  learn  more  about  the  Department  of  Labor’s
Apprenticeship  Ambassador  Initiative  here.  
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